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Pyrohm Wire -Wound Fixed Resistors
and Slideohm Adjustable Wire -
Wound Resistors, both types enamel
coated, for heavy duty service.
 Improved Carbon Resistors for
light loads.  Also ship resistors, etc.
0 A really complete line; thoroughly
engineered for quality and satisfac-
tion; mass produced for those attrac-
tive prices.
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 For when you deal with AEROVOX and its local jobber,
you have a single source of supply for +he bulk of your radio
parts needs.  And that means a single order, single call
or shipment, single bookkeeping entry, single check in pay-
ment. You save pennies, nickels, dimes and dollars all along
the line, towards that 1936 profit.

NEWCATALOG
1936 Edition just issued contains more
pages, more variety, more value than

ever before. Four pages devoted to exact duplicate replacements.
Get your copy free local AEROVOX jobber, or from us direct.

 PACKAGED
Every Aerovox product
is attractively packaged
in characteristic yellow -
and -black carton.
 Thorough protection
until item is used: no
shopworn appearance.
No deterioration.
 Guarantee slip pro-
tects you.
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Laws of Alternating Currents
PART 1

By the Engineering Department, Aerovox Corporation

It can probably be taken for granted
that readers of this article are familiar
with the laws of direct current and
could compute the voltage and cur-
rent in any branch of an involved
d.c. circuit. Although many are ac-
quainted with the laws of the simpler
a.c. circuits, a knowledge of the solu-
tion of networks with many branches
is not general. This is a distinct handi-
cap for the lack of ability to figure
things out forces an acceptance of
someone else's statements. This article
is an attempt to clarify the subject to
readers with limited mathematical ac-
complishments.

Perhaps the best way to begin is by
re -stating the laws of direct current.
These are:

Ohm's Law: RIR
Kirchoff's Laws: I. The sum of

the currents flowing to a junc-
tion is zero.

II. The sum of the voltages
taken around a circuit is zero.

Although Kirchoff's laws are not
often quoted they are quite necessary
for the solution of d.c. circuits. They
are quite obvious statements which

- would immediately follow when apply-
ing common sense to the problem.
The sum of all currents flowing to
junction must be equal to the sum of
the currents flowing away from it.
Similarly, the voltage of a generator
must b- equal to the sum of the vol-
tages across the elements which are
connected in series across the genera-
tor.

ALTERNATING CURRENT
CIRCUITS

Alternating currents are continously
varying but at any instant the laws of

Kirchoff hold although the measuring
instruments might lead one to believe
otherwise. Ohm's law is now written

E=IZ
where Z is called the "impedance," the
combined effect of inductance, capaci-
tance and resistance on the e.m.f. in
the circuit. In order to combine in-
ductive and capacitive reactance with
resistance when they are in series and
in parallel it is necessary to pay due
attention to phase differences. This
brings us to two new notions: vec-
tors and phases.
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Although it was hoped that it were
unnecessary to introduce these two
concepts here, the use of vectors and
phases is quite necessary for the un-
derstanding of the example to follow.

VECTORS
A vector is a quantity which defines

magnitude as well as direction, while
ordinary quantities which indicate only
magnitude are called scalar quantities.
So, for instance when one says that
the length of a road is 10 miles, the
length is expressed as a scalar quan-
tity. But when one says: a ship is sail-
ing at a speed of 10 knots in a south-
easterly direction, one is using a vec-
tor quantity. These vectors can be

added in a way familiar to all. Sup-
pose a ship is sailing north at a speed
of 10 knots and there is a cross cur-
rent from east to west which has a
speed of 3 knots. In which direction
and at what speed is the ship actually
moving? Figure 1 illustrates the prob-
lem; it is well known that the resul-
tont vector can be found by complet-
ing the parallellogram and drawing
the diagonal. When the drawing has
been made to scale, the length of the
diagonal represents the resultant speed
and the angle a shows the direction.
Calculating the magnitude and the
direction of the vector, we notice that
the original vectors were at right
angles, hence the diagonal can be
found by Pythagoras' theorem:

S = V IfP + 3 ' = \ ir g 10.44 KNOTS

while the direction, indicated by the
angle a is found from

0 = tan' + = 16°42'

or the resultant velocity of the ship
is 10.44 knots in a direction: 'North,
16 degrees 42 minutes West" In the
case of the addition of the two vec-
tors which are not at right angles to
each other, the algebraic way might
sometimes be made easier by first
resolving each one into two vector -
components which lie along two axes
perpendicular to each other. The ad-
dition then becomes similar to the ex-
ample above. It is always possible to
add two vectors or to resolve them
into two or ore others as long as
the vectors mese. the some qua,
Oily; i.e. thly must both be speeds, or
both dirfa ements, both forces, etc.
You ca n add a velocity to an so-
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reproduced mechanically from a crank-
shaft and a piston rod as shown in
Figure 2. Assume that the crankshaft
revolves at a constant speed, then the
rod will move up and down in accord-
ance with the law of simple harmonic
motion. This could be recorded by
attaching a pen to the upper end of
the rod and letting it rest upon a strip
of paper which were being moved
towards the left at a uniform speed.
The pen would then draw what isknown as a siseThis name is
used because the displacement of the
rod from its center (average) position
is at all times equal to the projection
of the radius r on the 1' arts and this
M turn is proportional to the line of
the angle the crank is making with the
X axis. Consequently, when thinking
of the magnitude of an alternating
e.m.f. e thinks of it as a vectoron
which is rotating at the rate of one
revolution per cycle and having a
length in proportion to the peak value
of the alternating e.m.f. From this in,
aginary rotating vector we can find
the instantaneous value of the voltage

hprojecting it upon the Y axis for
e particular angle in question.

Now suppose they is a second vec-
tor rotating at the same speed, repre-
senting the voltage in another circuit,
either the two vectors keep exact step
or one is ahead of the other by a
constant angle. This difference is
called the photo difference. When two
such voltages are in series across two
impedance elements in a circuit, the
sum of the voltages is found again in a
similar way as illustrated in Figure 1.
It is customary to draw the vectors
standing still. just showing the angle
between them. When adding them as
described before we find the magni.
tude of the voltage across the aeries
combination and the phase difference
between it and either of these vol-
tages. Vectors can be added or ye-

asi components agaM as on
they represent the same things,l youg

cannot add a voltage to a curt....
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PHASE DIFFERENCES We are now ready for an illustra- The resultant voltage, according to
Alternating current of a single Ire -teen. As an example of a rather in- Figure 4 is out of phase with the cur-

quency, a pure sine room, has its vol-volved circuit which will necessitate
rage and current varying continuously the combination of impedances in 151according to the law of simple hob- prallel and in series, a power supply
month motion. This motion can befialter was chosen.

Figure 3 illustrates a two section
filter with choke input and showing
the series and parallel resistances
(leakage and power factor) of the
electrolytic condensers as well as the 1661
resistance of the chokes. For sim-
plicity's sake the rectifier has been
omitted. The question is now when
a given voltage, say 100 volts an. at
120 cycles appears across the input
terminals, how much of it appears
across the chokes, across the conden-
sers and how much across the load.
In other words, why is it a filter? We
are taking the 120 cycles as an ex
ample because it is the fundamental
component of the ripple in most power
supply filters but the reader will see
that the same question can be answered
for any other frequency.

In order to solve this problem it
will be necessary to reduce the circuit
to a simpler one, having the same im-
pedance and causing the same phase
difference between current and volt-
age. Since the available formulas will
allow the addition of impedances in
series only or in parallel only, it will
sometimes be necessary to replace a
series circuit consisting of a reactance
and a resistance by a parallel circuit -
again a reactance and a resistance -in
such a way that the parallel circuit
lets exactly the same current flow as
the series circuit did and with the
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reli'rag'YT:g1". Themagnitude of this angle
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The next problem is to find a parallel
circuit which has the same impedance

Inerend

circuits
causes the same phase dig nce.

parallel uits the currants have
to be added vectorially since they ob-
viously have the same voltage asross
the branches. Figure 5 shows the vec-
tor diagram of the parallel circuit and
the current vectors in their proper
relation to the voltage across them.
Beginning with the single current vec-

tor of .6 77 arnperes, 84. 51' ahead of

the voltage, we resolve it into two
components, as follows

rz.e.g7, co, 84°51, K =1 .7 sin 84°51'

SOH. D
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Fie.
same phase difference between voltage
and current. The reverse may also be

Now returning to Figure 3, the first
thing to do is to find a single series
circuit which is equivalent to the
branches A, B and C together. For
the reason that branches F and E are
each exactly twice the branches C and
B it is best to first combine C and B.
But B is a series circuit and C is in
parallel. Thin means that B has to be
transformed into an equivalent parallel
combination of a resistance and a ca-
pacitance. Figure 4 shows the voltage
vectors across the two parts of the
cfrcuit B with their relation to the
current vector. The sum of the volt-
ages across condenser and resistor is
apparently ,

rZes V(TfW1-(1Xc)'
or, dividing by I, we find the total im-
pedance Z is

Zg- ,27;W= 166.7 OHMS
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or, solving for R and X.,

R '667,5,, 1860 OHMS

Xc= in1684.6%751, 167.35 OHMS

The obtained resistive branch should
now be combined with the branch C

500,000 X 1860
OHMS

501,860
Thus, the circuit of the condenser,
(branches B and ) can b replaced
by two branches (H and I). having
167.36 ohms reactance and 1859 ohms
resisteance. Similarly, the other con-
densr, (branches E and F) can be
replaced by two new branches J and
K of twice these values. The new cir-
cuit now appears in Figure 6.

The next step is the vectorial addi-
tion of branches I, H and A. First
adding the resistive branches

RA, SW:L.1859 1355 OHMS

'AER Wta
In order to find the resultant of this and the phase angle

with branch H the reciprocals must
be added vectorially, because the cur-
rents are added vectorially and the

--Ia{7,

TR

a

current is inversely proportional to
the impedance.

YL else V/Gia:t (k, Y

Z VRR:te X;X s

substituting values
167.35

1355 - 1661 OHMS
V167.35'1-13552

and the phase angle

b. ton" A- 82' 58
This newly found impedance has to

be replaced by an equivalent series
circuit consisting of a single resistance
and reactance in series, so that it can
be added to circuit D. This operation
is the reverse of that accompanying
Figure 3. It will be seen easily that
the required values are

R = Z,,ac cos b
X-Ze,c sin b

R = 466.1 cos b = 20.8 OHMS
X.166.1 sin b =164.8

150. goo nuns
X -t 000

13,701. G

z -
V

3014.

ONO
22.608
OHMS

v OHMS.17,2

Fig.

Vectorially adding the above to the
eqcurt D, the following well known
uation is used:

= VR8+ (X,- X0)°
M this case R is 20.15 ohms+400 ohms
=- 420.8 ohms, X, is 164.8 ohms and
XL = 2wfL = 6.28x120x30 = 22608
ohms.

4.4420.8' + ( 22,608 -164.8)'
=22,447 OHMS

22,608-164.8
420.8

This impedance has to be replaced
again by an equivalent parallel circuit,
an that it can be added vectorially to
branches .1- and K. Note that the newly
found impedance has its current lag-
ging the voltage and that this time the
equivalent circuit will consist of a re
smtance and an inductance. Incident-
ally when impedances are replaced by
equivalent circuits as has been shown
here, the newly found circuit is equi-
valent to the original one only at the
one frequency wider consideration, at
any other frequency the values of the
reactances will be different and the
equivalent circuit will not be the same.

Resolving the impedance Z (A -D),
into two parallel branches, the values
of the required branches are

22,,044c7
951,400 OHMS

x .= t;',14,7 22,452 OHMS

The network has now been reduced to
that of Figure 7. Finding the resultant
of branches K and L

R,4:14,,z4gg)+T11: 3604.4 OHMS

R s -r, must now be added vectorially
to the branches J and M and be re-
placed by an equivalent series circuit.
Al three can be added in one opera-
tion. The current in WI is lagging the
voRage by 90 degrees and in J it is
leading by 90 degrees; consequently,
the currents in the two branches are
in opposite direction and they partly
cancel each other. The difference be-
tween the two must be added-vec-
torially-to the current in the resistive
branch. For convenience suppose the

400 OH

A

applied voltage is 1 volt, then

00
MS

\/(Y+(-1.R.. X, X.

-V(3694.4 22,452y

and
zj..,4. 338.3 OHMS

Oad=lun' X', = 0.0029432 X3694.4
RK,
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of
equivalent series circuit consists

R = 338.3 cos d = 31 OHMS
Xc = 338.3 sin d = 336.9 OHMS

malgleri,gvagn::-.:thzerzugIsr-

Zoe V231 + (11,304 - 336.9)[ = 10,530 ONMS

This is the total impedance at 120
cycles between the points X and Y.
It is a well known law that in a series
circuit, the voltage across each ele-
ment is proportional to the impedance
of that element (this follows from
Ohm's law). For convenience we as -

I00 volts applied to the input of
the fitter. Then the part across the
first condenser is

E00= Zzj: 400 VOLTS

or, substituting values,

Ec, i3o3,:.330 3.21 VOLTS

This 3.21 volts is the input to the
second filter section, consisting of im-
pedance D in series with the resultant
of A, B and C. So the voltage across
the last condenser is

EclZz7. X3.21 VOLTS

or, substituting values,

Ec,= 221.'4%17 3.210.024 VOLT

Where did all the voltage go? It is
all across the chokes; in fact, the volt-

age
across L. is more than 100 volts

nd across L, is more than 331 volts
which the reader can easily compute
for himself.

There is a much simpler method of
solving complicated networks like
these. This method is universally used
in engineering texts; it does not neces-
sitate finding equivalent circuits each
time. Next month the same problem
will be solved by means of this simpler
method.


